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Introduction
The simplest way to reduce transport
costs and emissions is to cut mileage.
Reducing mileage, or at least limiting its growth,
is essential for managing the environmental
impact of your business transport operations
as well as controlling costs.
Reducing mileage has several potential benefits,
which can be achieved without a detrimental
effect on your business, including:
• reduced fuel costs
• productivity benefits with associated financial
savings
• non-financial benefits such as reduced risk
• environmental benefits due to carbon
emissions reduction.
Collating and monitoring accurate data on your
fleet’s mileage is essential to be able to start
this process.
This guide explains the principle benefits from
managing mileage, helps you understand how to
gather the required data, and sets out the steps to
start cutting costs and carbon emissions.
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Benefits of mileage management
The business case for managing mileage is compelling.
Reducing mileage is the quickest and simplest way to cut
carbon, and reduce fuel and maintenance costs.
The financial benefits can be significant:

£150
Reducing the average
mileage of a vehicle
doing 12,000 business
miles a year by 10 per
cent would save £150 in
fuel costs alone*
Assumes 40mpg and a fuel
price of £1.09 per litre net
of VAT
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Depreciation (or lease
costs), maintenance and
accident related costs
will also be lower for
vehicles that are driven
fewer miles.

In addition to financial savings, reducing
mileage can deliver other benefits such as:
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Cutting mileage by 10
per cent could release 30
hours for productive
work. At a payroll cost of
£30 per hour, this is
effectively an annual
saving of £900 per
employee
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The driver of this vehicle
will spend 300 hours a
year at the wheel,
assuming an average
speed of 40 mph. This
equates to approximately
20 per cent of the
driver’s working time

• Reduced carbon emissions which helps
meet corporate social responsibility
commitments.
• Improved risk management of driving
whilst at work.
• Fewer employees driving to work,
freeing them to use alternatives and
lessening pressure on parking spaces.
• Reduced driver fatigue.
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Getting started: auditing mileage
At the outset, it is critical to audit your organisation’s
mileage to establish a baseline against which progress
can be monitored.
Data should be collected on:
•
•
•
•

total annual mileage for your organisation
departmental mileage if appropriate
individual vehicle and driver mileage
where possible, the length and purpose of
individual journeys.

This will help you identify high mileage
departments and drivers, under-utilised vehicles
and the most frequent business trips.

Maintaining a central database for all fleet
drivers that includes core vehicle and driver’s
data as well as legal documentation and
mileage records will facilitate identification of
extreme events and recording of historical
vehicle data. The vehicle and driver’s data list,
left, provides more details on the kind of data
that could be included in the database.
You may need to gather data from a number of
different sources. Table 1 highlights the different
vehicle groups you may need to monitor,
together with possible sources of mileage data.
Table 1
Mileage Data Sources and key indicators

Vehicle data
number
✓ Registration
tration
✓ Date of regis
ion
ehicle Registrat
V
e
th
f
o
y
op
C

✓
Document (V5)
el
✓ Make and mod
fu
d el type
✓ Engine cc an
s
✓ CO2 emission
eage
✓ Business mil
ileage claims
✓ The cost of m
Driver’s data
g the
licence (includin
✓ Valid driving
ts)
number of poin
d Licence
ehicle Road Fun
✓ Copy of the V
ness insurance
✓ Proof of busi
an three
hicle is more th
✓ MoT if the ve
years old

Vehicle Group
Company cars
(vehicles owned
or leased by the
organisation)
Company vans
(vehicles owned
or leased by the
organisation)
Private cars (cash
allowance and/or
grey fleet users)
Pool cars

Potential Data Sources
• Fuel card reports
• Mileage claims
• Mileage capture software
• Fuel card reports
• Mileage claims
• Mileage capture software
• Vehicle telematics/trackers
• Business mileage claims
• Mileage capture software
• Fuel card reports
• Mileage claims
• Mileage capture software
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Mileage management
systems
Analysis from mileage capture specialist
Vertivia, reveals there can be dramatic falls in
business miles claimed once a mileage
management system is implemented, due to
changes in driver behaviour. The analysis looked
at the trends in recorded mileage following the
implementation of the system.
It showed that the average fall across the fleet
was 1,874 business miles per driver or 10.6 per
cent of the total business miles driven. This
amounted to a saving in mileage expenses
claimed of £281 per annum per driver based on
a typical business mileage rate of 15p per mile.
Vertivia sales director, Paul Chater, said: ‘’For a
fleet of 1,000 vehicles a saving in mileage
expenses in excess of £280,000 per annum
would not be unrealistic’’. Vertivia analysed both
business and private mileages driven by
company drivers across its entire fleet. The
analysis also showed that at the same time as
recorded business miles went down, so recorded
private mileages as a proportion of the total
went up – from an average of 18.5 per cent to
24.7 per cent for the fleets analysed.

Savings resulted from
the implementation of
mileage management
system:
a reduction of 1,874
business miles per driver
a saving of £281 per year,
per driver
6

Some organisations will not have the
necessary systems or resources to gather all
this data. Nevertheless it is important to try
and establish good monitoring systems
from the outset so that you can track the
performance of any mileage reduction
measures as well as keep managers and
drivers fully informed of progress. If you are
unable to obtain mileage data from any
source, we recommend you investigate
whether solutions such as telematics or
mileage capture software would be a
cost-effective investment.
If tackling mileage across the whole fleet is
too large a task to undertake straight away,
focus on gathering data for the vehicles
which contribute the most mileage or
where there is significant potential for
savings. For example, inefficient grey fleet
mileage can often be cut dramatically by
encouraging the use of pool cars or public
transport.
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Strategies for reducing mileage
Once you have audited your organisation’s mileage profile,
there are several strategies available to you to start reducing
unnecessary mileage.
It should be noted that drivers’ requirements are A best practice approach would involve:
different so it’s useful to hold open dialogues
• Conference phones with good loudspeakers
with your staff at the outset of any plan. Some
available in all meeting rooms, supported by
of the most popular ways of reducing mileage
a booking system.
are summarised below:
• A straightforward process for people to set
Telematics or vehicle trackers
up telephone conferences.
In addition to providing accurate mileage data,
• Reliable and easy-to-use video conference
tracking and telematics systems can help to
suites readily available in meeting rooms.
reduce mileage. They allow vehicle routes to be • A well-maintained system with technical
analysed, both in real time and retrospectively,
support available if something goes wrong.
enabling better routing and scheduling and
minimising unnecessary detours. Getting lost is Remote working
one of the easiest ways to increase mileage and Technology means it is now much easier to work
waste fuel! Fitting trackers will also reduce any
from home, remote offices or on the move. With
unauthorised private use of vehicles.
supportive management and the right
equipment, staff can plan their days much more
Telephone and video conferencing
efficiently, leading to significant reductions in
Using communications technology rather than
mileage.
making a journey by road is perhaps the most
effective way of cutting business mileage. This
Removing incentives to drive
is becoming an increasingly popular and
In some organisations, fleet policies incentivise
acceptable alternative to face-to-face meetings. travel. For example drivers may be entitled to a
new car once they reach a specified number of
miles. Grey fleet drivers may be entitled to an
annual lump sum above a given mileage
threshold. Such policies may lead to drivers
covering additional miles or making journeys by
car instead of more sustainable modes of
transport.
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Mileage reimbursement rates can act as an
incentive. If you are using mileage rates above
HMRC’s Advisory Fuel Rates (AFRs) for company
cars, or Approved Mileage Allowance Payments
(AMAP) for the grey fleet, then drivers may be
benefitting financially by covering additional
miles. Find out more about AFRs here and AMAP
rates here. The key point is that companies
should not reimburse mileage at a rate that
makes it profitable for employees to cover more
miles.
Alternative modes of travel
It is likely that some journeys could be
undertaken using more sustainable and costeffective modes of travel. Alternatives to
consider include public transport and car
sharing. To make alternatives work:
• Ensure that staff can access public transport
information, particularly for frequently
made trips where a good public transport
option exists.
• Consider mandating the use of public
transport for certain journeys where
practical, cost-effective alternatives exist.
You could also consider not paying car
mileage expenses for these journeys.
• Purchase season tickets for staff making
regular trips to the same destination, or
within a certain area. For example, most
major conurbations have a ‘Metro card’ or
similar.
• Set up a simple business journey matching
service such as an online calendar showing
who is travelling, when and where.
• Pay five pence per mile to staff who carry a
passenger. Also consider a payment to the
passenger which is tax free if the payment is
up to five pence per mile.
• Pay up to 20p per mile tax free for staff who
use their own bike for business trips.
• Make pool bikes available, including some
fold up bikes for use with train travel.
8

For organisations with a significant grey fleet,
encouraging cheaper, low emission vehicles
should also be considered. For example:
• Make low emission pool cars available or join
a local car club. Pool cars need to be well
managed to maximise utilisation and
potential financial savings. Establish a
centralised booking platform for pool cars to
ensure accuracy of data.
• Set a maximum daily mileage for grey fleet
travel.
• Journeys over 80 to 100 miles are usually
cheaper by hire car, compared with paying 45
pence per mile.
Route planning
Van drivers who take their vehicles home can
help to save time and mileage at the end of each
working day. For example, if their last drop-off
point is nearer to their home than the depot,
they can take the van home and then drive into
work the following morning. This is allowed
under HMRC rules and drivers won’t be taxed for
private use. The HMRC website* or your local tax
inspector can be consulted for further
clarification of the rules.
Software such as routing and scheduling and
sales planning packages can help to plan
efficient routes for service and delivery vehicles
and sales staff.

*

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/vans/
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Case study – London Borough of Croydon
In early 2010, London Borough of Croydon
launched a radical transport review in line with
their progressive Green agenda with the aim of
implementing a more cost-effective and
sustainable fleet solution. They looked at reducing
fleet costs, carbon emissions and traffic
congestion to relieve local parking pressures.
Encouraging more sustainable transport use
resulted in a trial of the Zipcar service.
Some of the initiatives that were implemented as
part of the review were pool car and cycle to work
schemes, corporate oyster cards, lift-share
schemes and implementation of flexible working
and working from home policies.

As well as saving money and providing more
environmentally friendly services, London Borough
of Croydon has also been able to use the pool car
vehicles to benefit local residents and Borough
users. The vehicles are available outside of Council
core hours to Croydon’s 1,739 Zipcar members.
Using the same vehicles for both public and private
use is a great example of how a single investment
in an innovative service can bring about benefits
that go beyond the Council and directly help the
local community.
London Borough of Croydon won the Business
Mileage Management category at the
2013 Energy Saving Trust Fleet Hero Awards.

The results of these initiatives were impressive and include:

36%

42%

Reduction of
transport
carbon
emissions by
36 per cent.

Annual
employees’
business miles
reduced by
42 per cent.

42%
Employee
transport costs
reduced by
42 per cent,
saving over
£500,000.

28%
28 per cent of
staff living
within five
miles of their
place of work
now walk or
cycle to work.

26%
The number of
staff who travel
to work by
public
transport
increased by
26 per cent.

27%
The number of
staff travelling
by car to work
decreased by
27 per cent.
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Managing change
Reducing mileage and changing journey patterns
is likely to be a significant challenge.
For any mileage management measures to
succeed, you should seek to embed them into
your organisation’s working practices and
culture. This can be achieved by:
• developing travel related polices and
communicating their key messages
• setting mileage related targets and
monitoring progress
• incorporating actions into
CSR/sustainability reporting.
Developing travel related policies
Adopting a business travel policy is essential to
support mileage reduction strategies. It is
important to review existing policies and
working practices that impact mileage and
travel patterns. Your policy should ensure that:

• alternatives such as public transport and car
sharing are encouraged or incentivised
• appropriate mileage rates are paid
• business travel and mileage claims are
checked and appropriately authorised
•	if appropriate, staff are allowed to work
remotely.
A key principal to establish is a ‘travel hierarchy’
(see below for example) which sets out a decision
making framework to minimise travel and its
impacts. To support the travel hierarchy, specific
controls should also be considered such as:

• Requiring authorisation for all journeys over
a certain distance, enabling managers to
assess the need for longer journeys and
determine the best method of travel.
• Mandating hire cars for journeys over a
• staff routinely question the need to travel
certain mileage threshold (for example
• information and communication technologies
90 miles).
are available to avoid the need to travel
• Ensuring grey fleet is only used for short
journeys as the last resort option.

Example of a Travel Hierarchy
1. Does there need to be a physical meeting?
2. Will an audio or web conference suffice?
3. Can a more sustainable mode of travel be
used such as walking, cycling or public
transport?
10

4. Is a low emission pool car or car club
vehicle available?
5. Can the journey be shared with a colleague?
6. What is the best time for the meeting to
minimise journey disruption?
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Communication
Communicating the policy to staff will be crucial
to ensure that employees and managers are
aware of their responsibilities and understand
how they can meet them efficiently.
• At employee level, this includes
responsibility for journey planning, such as
selecting the most sustainable form of
transport.
• At line manager level, this includes
responsibility for challenging employees’
travel choices.
An intranet site can be used to provide
information on travelling for work and journey
planning. This could include policy documents
and guidance, as well as links to booking sites
for audio and video-conferencing, public
transport, pool cars and hire cars.
Figure 1 Potential KPIs
Total business mileage
Total mileage per employee
Department/ Team mileage

Targets and monitoring
Targets are an effective means of devolving
accountability throughout the organisation.
Mileage targets should be set and updates
provided to managers and drivers to show
progress. Possible Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) for which targets should be considered are
indicated in Figure 1 below.
Team managers and individual drivers should be
monitored regularly on their performance in
reducing mileage. High mileage drivers should
be a particular focus of attention. For example,
personal targets could be part of the annual
performance appraisal with achievement of
targets contributing towards any annual bonus.
Consider introducing a mechanism by which a
league table of high mileage drivers or
departments is published (quarterly) so that line
management can investigate the reasons behind
these. Focussing on the departments which are
main users of grey fleet mileage will be helpful.
The aim is not to prevent staff from doing their
jobs, but to help them work in a safer and cost
effective way.

Total miles per £1,000 of turnover
No. of video conferencing meetings
Miles per client/site visited
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How to overcome
potential barriers
Challenging the status quo can often be met with resistance.
Staff and managers may suggest reasons why travel cannot
be reduced.
Often the concerns are misperceptions of what
is possible or misunderstandings of what is
being attempted. It is important to involve your
staff at the outset of any plan to reduce mileage.
An open discussion about the need for efficiency
and creative ways of reducing driving distances
and time can often generate innovative ideas
from those who know their requirements best.

Some common barriers are:
Staff see mileage expenses as an important
part of their income
This is a particular issue in organisations with
large grey fleets and there is no straightforward
solution. However, a travel expenses system
should aim to be cost neutral, otherwise it
distorts travel choices. If there are concerns
about loss of income due to reduced mileage,
these issues should be addressed as part of a
pay and reward review.
Staff won’t accept having a ‘spy in the cab’
(when fitting vehicle trackers)
This is a common concern amongst drivers and
unions. Drivers may worry that vehicle tracking
will lead to management ‘spying’ on drivers
throughout the day, squeezing more work from
them and generally adding more pressures to
the job. Before introducing vehicle tracking,
consult with employees and highlight the
benefits that you hope the system will deliver to
both them and the company.
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It will affect staff morale as ‘getting out of
the office’ provides job variety
It is important to highlight what your mileage
management plan is trying to achieve by
reducing mileage. For example, it may only be a
5 per cent or 10 per cent cut in total miles
driven, and as such is not going to completely
change the way business is done.
Public transport is costly and unreliable
Using public transport is not appropriate for
all journeys. However, for many journeys it is
cheaper and faster than driving, particularly
when you consider the full costs of car use,
including parking charges and the fact that time
spent driving is unproductive. Ensure staff
understand that you only expect them to use
public transport when it is the best all round
option. Booking public transport in advance
helps to secure the cheapest fares.
Video conferencing is expensive
and/or unreliable
Prices have come down in recent years and the
availability and quality has improved markedly.
Video conferencing is a high profile initiative
that can help to sell the sustainability of the
company. Web conferencing can be virtually
cost free.

We need to travel to do our job effectively;
we need to ‘press the flesh’
Managing mileage is not about trying to stop
employees driving where there is a business
need. Employees should be encouraged to
consider whether all their travel is absolutely
necessary and whether any of it could be done
differently to save them and the company time
and money.
Managers won’t trust staff to work from home
Allowing staff to work from home requires a
certain degree of trust. However, it is important
to think in terms of productivity rather than
hours at a desk. The rewards of home working,
in terms of staff morale, productivity and
reduced accommodation costs can make the
risk worth taking.
Vehicle funding costs won’t be reduced as
we are tied into lease contracts based on
set mileages
Reducing mileage will still save money in terms
of fuel and time saved. Additionally, your leasing
company may be willing to renegotiate existing
contracts to reduce mileage terms if you can
demonstrate that the vehicles are being used
less than originally forecast.
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Next steps
Energy Saving Trust can
provide free advice and
information on all
aspects of sustainable
fleet management,
including mileage
reduction strategies.

Our services include:

Ecodriving Training
Subsidised ecodriving training delivering fuel savings and
safety benefits is available directly from the training
companies listed on our website.

Webinars and Fleet Briefing
Regular webinars and a monthly newsletter which cover a
range of topics to help you reduce emissions and cut fleet
costs.

Fleet Health Checks
A free online tool to calculate your fleet carbon footprint and
provide simple recommendations about where and how you
could cut costs and emissions.

Green Fleet Consultancy
Our Green Fleet Consultancy Service can help you cut fleet
costs and carbon emissions whilst enhancing your corporate
social responsibility. Whether you need a detailed Green Fleet
Review to identify the cost and carbon saving opportunities
across your fleet or you have a specific challenge to overcome
in one area, we can help.
As well as calculating a fleet carbon footprint, our Fleet
Consultants can analyse and advise you in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

14

company car policy
fuel management systems and processes
grey fleet management
data management
mileage reduction strategies.
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